4 x 4 Hunts for Elk, Whitetail, Mule Deer and Antelope

Complete details available online:

avalancheoutfitters.com
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Jason Gotham of Victor, NY 10-6-19

Lance Barber of Orlando, FL 11-19-19

If you would like to receive our newsletter annually,
please contact us by e-mail at avalanche@mtintouch.

Welcome
Welcome to Avalanche Basin Outfitters - We offer premium
guided combination hunts for elk, whitetail and mule deer.
Antelope are also taken as available.
Avalanche Basin Outfitters is located in the Big Belt
Mountain Range of central Montana, hunting district 446. The
hunting area lies 23 miles northwest of White Sulphur Springs
and consists of 46,000 acres of beautiful, mountainous, private
ranchlands. Hunters have averaged 70% success on five and
six point bull elk and 60% success on four and five point mule
and whitetail deer over the last 37 years. The antelope we are
harvesting average 13" in horn length.
These ranches include seven main drainages, the two
largest being Beaver Creek and Elk Creek. The ridges and south
slopes are covered with scattered timber and numerous basins.
Elevations vary from 4,650 ft. to 6,900 ft. The tops of these
ridges offer miles of open parks and benches, where much of
our hunting takes place. The north slopes are steep with heavy
red fir, lodge pole pine, and quaking aspen timber for cover.
Destination point is White Sulphur Springs, Montana. The
closest commercial airport is Helena Regional Airport in Helena,
Montana. We provide all transportation to and from camps.
We also provide airport pickup on request.
We work out of a modern camp during the week. The camp
consists of a clean, comfortable cook house, propane heated
cabins (2 people per cabin), and hot showers. We are able to
drive into the camp and travel by 4x4 vehicles to different areas
and drainages throughout the week. This enables hunters to
access much of the area and harvest the best animals available
during their hunt. It also enables us to accommodate people of
mixed ages and physical abilities. We offer both 2 hunters per 1
guide, and 1 hunter per 1 guide rates to insure personal service.
We provide all camps, transportation, equipment, food,
guides and accommodations while you are hunting. You will
need to bring your personal effects, sleeping bag, binoculars,
ammunition, boots and clothing. You are also responsible for
license fees, taxidermy fees, meat processing & shipping.
Please call or write if you have any questions or need further
information. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Patrick Wirth and Al Benson of Pleasant Prairie, WI 11-15-19

Annie Hutton of Wixom, MI 10-20-19

We operate out of a modern camp on Beaver Creek
Richard Gourash of Orlando, FL 11-21-19
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2019 Hunting Season Summary
The Camas Creek, Fort Logan, KC and Kmon Ranches were
hunted again this season.
We had 10 archery hunters this fall. Sheryl McGuire and Zita
Caltrider did the cooking and camp duties. Jeff Pavlovich and I did
all of the guiding.
The first archery hunt was September 8-13. Jorge Sanchez of
NY and Bryce Freund of MT were our guests for the week.
The days were cloudy with quite a bit of rain and fog
throughout the week. Temperatures stayed cool with highs in the
50’s and lows in the 30’s.

Bryce Freund of Troy, MT 9-10-19

On the second morning Bryce had a nice 7x6 bull come to
a bugle in the Rock Garden but stopped out of range. About
30 minutes later another bull was called in to 20 yards. Bryce
misjudged the distance and shot over the top of the bull. That
evening Jorge had a very large bull with a group of cows feed
up to 60 steps but winded him in Beaver Flats. Bryce stalked
to within 40 paces of a large 6 point bull with a group of cows
north of Beaver Creek. The bull never cleared the cows and they
eventually fed off. On the third evening Bryce harvested a nice
long tined 6x5 bull at 30 yards that came to a cow call in Beaver
Creek. On the fourth morning Jorge made an excellent shot on a
4 point bull at 15 steps that came to a cow call in the Black Forest.
During the second archery hunt, September 15-20, Doug and
Janet Rehak of PA and Tom Kuechly of OH joined us for the week.
Janet accompanied Doug as an observer. This was Doug and
Janet’s sixteenth and Tom’s fifth hunt with us.
It was warm and sunny the first 2 days of the hunt with highs
in the 70’s. The last 4 days were cooler and cloudy with daytime
highs in the 60’s and nights cooling off into the 40’s.

Buck Saunders of Belmont, MI 11-6-19

On Sunday morning Doug had some hard luck on a bull that
came to a bugle in Beaver Flats. On Monday Tom had a bull come
to a call in the quaking aspen south of Beaver Flats but the bull
hung up just out of range. On Tuesday morning Tom missed a
bull that came to a call near the Rock Garden. That evening Doug
drew on a nice 6 point bull in Dupea’s but the bull winded him.
Early Wednesday evening Doug missed a difficult shot at a bull
called up in Kettle Hollow. Tom had some hard luck on a bull near
the shale pond on Kmon’s. On Thursday morning Doug had a
large 6 point coming to a bugle in upper Beaver Creek. The bull
was just getting into range when a smaller bull walked up behind
Doug. The smaller bull smelled his tracks, spooked, and the big
bull turned and walked off. That evening Tom grazed a bull at the
pond blind in Kettle Hollow with no chance for a second shot. On
Friday morning Tom had a bull come in to 10 paces to a call in
Beaver Creek. Tom was at full draw but the bull stopped with his
head behind some trees and Tom wasn’t sure what size of bull he
was. The bull finally spooked and didn’t offer a shot. That evening
Doug collected a large dark horned 6 point bull called up to 25
steps at Susie’s in upper Camas Creek.
Robb Heinrich of WA and Doyle Hughes of ND were our guests
for the third archery hunt, September 22-27. Doyle was tied up
and arrived for his hunt on Tuesday night. This was Doyle’s sixth
hunt on the ranches.

Annie Hutton of Wixom, MI 11-26-19
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Bryan Long of Shartlesville, PA 10-31-19

Richard Gourash of Orlando, FL 11-18-19

Lance Barber of Orlando, FL 11-21-19

Abby Hutton of Wixom, MI 10-21-19

John Vinych of Kindred, ND 11-7-19

Jorge Sanchez of Fairport, NY 9-11-19
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It was warm and mild early in the week with temperatures
reaching 65 degrees during the day and dropping to 40 degrees at
night. We had heavy overcast later in the week with rain showers
and changing winds.
On the first evening Robb had 200 elk including 35 bulls walk
by his blind on the KC Ranch. Robb shot at a 6 point bull but
misjudged the yardage and shot low. The next morning Robb had
a bull come to 35 yards to a call in Dupea’s but the bull never
offered a clean shot. On the third evening Robb had a nice 5 point
bull come to a cow call in Camas Creek. The bull stopped short of
Robb and eventually walked off. Robb found the bull again and
stalked to within 27 steps of the feeding bull, made an excellent
shot and filled his elk tag. On the fourth morning Doyle passed
on a 5 point bull at 30 paces that came to a bugle in Dupea’s. He
worked on two large bulls that evening but they never fed into
range. On the fifth evening Doyle passed on a 5 point bull at 40
yards that fed up to him on the KC Ranch. On the sixth morning
Doyle had a very large bull coming to a bugle above Beaver Flats.
The bull came to 15 steps in heavy cover but winded him and
spooked. About 20 minutes later another nice 6 point bull came
to a bugle. The bull hung up before Doyle had a clear shot and
eventually walked off.

Jim Switzer of Yorktown Heights, NY 10-26-19

On the fourth archery hunt, September 29 through October
4, guests were Owen and Cory Sensenig of PA. This was Cory’s
tenth hunt with us.
The first 3 days of the hunt were cold and stormy with 6” of
new snow. Highs reached the low 30’s with lows near 15 degrees.
The last 3 days of the hunt were milder with no precipitation.
High’s reached the 40’s with nights dropping into the 20’s. Shifting
winds and stormy weather made for a challenging week.
On Sunday evening Cory had a 6 point bull at 50 paces that
came to a call but wouldn’t close the distance. On Monday
evening Cory passed on a small bull that walked by a ground
blind at 15 yards in Kettle Hollow. On Wednesday morning Cory
worked on a bunch of elk around the Rock Garden. 4 smaller bulls
pinned him down and he couldn’t make a play on the better bulls
with cows. That evening Owen passed on a small bull that walked
by a ground blind at 10 steps on the Kmon Ranch. On Thursday
morning Owen worked on a large bunch of elk on the KC Ranch
but couldn’t get within range. That evening Cory missed a difficult
shot at a 5 point bull out of the lower blind in Kettle Hollow. On
Friday morning Cory missed a bull that came to a bugle near
Susie’s on Camas Creek.

Terry Hansen of Moses Lake, WA 11-24-19

Jason Gotham and Jeff Gerstner of NY joined us for the fifth
and final archery hunt of the season, October 6-11.
The first 2 days of the hunt were mild with daytime highs
reaching 40 degrees and nights dropping into the 20’s. The last 4
days of the hunt brought stormy weather and 12” of new snow.
Highs were in the single digits with nighttime lows dropping to
-15 degrees.
On the first morning Jason watched a large bunch of elk in
Kettle Hollow but couldn’t make a move due to wind direction. His
patience paid off as the wind changed during the day and he was
able to use a ground blind below the elk that evening. He passed
a 5 point and a 6 point bull earlier in the evening and connected
on a beautiful ivory tipped 7x6 bull at 20 yards. The bull stopped
again at 45 steps and Jason made an excellent shot to finish the
Annie Hutton of Wixom, MI 11-24-19
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Buck Saunders of Belmont, MI 11-5-19

deal. Jeff passed on a 6x4 bull at 10 paces out of a tree stand
above the Rock Garden. On the second morning Jason passed on
a 4 point whitetail buck in Camas Creek. Jeff had a group of elk
at 15 yards on the Quonset Ridge but the elk winded him. That
evening Jason had a 5 point and a 4 point whitetail buck walk by
at 30 steps. He was able to draw but the bucks never offered a
shot and walked away. On the third morning Jeff had some hard
luck on a nice 4 point mule deer at 33 paces north of Ayers Creek.
On the fourth morning Jeff sat in the blind on the KC Ranch saddle
and had 3 bulls walking uphill towards him at 100 yards. The bulls
stopped, started sparring and ended up back down the hill and
bedded down in the open. On the fifth evening Jeff had two bulls
close in the Rock Garden but the bulls bedded down in the timber.
They were clacking horns several times during the evening but
didn’t show themselves. On the sixth morning Jason misjudged
the yardage on a 4 point whitetail in Elk Creek and shot under
him. Jeff worked on a group of 10 bulls on the Fort Logan Ranch.
One of the bulls seen something and they eventually started
walking off. As Jeff hurried up the hill to see where the bulls were
going, nine more bulls walked around the hillside on his right and
headed directly at him. The group of bulls came to within 18 steps
and Jeff connected on a nice 5 point bull at -15 degrees! That
evening Jeff missed a 4 point whitetail in Camas Creek. Later in
the evening he drew on another 4 point whitetail at 5 yards but
the buck spooked. Jason passed on 3 whitetail bucks from 10 to
30 paces in Elk Creek.
We glassed and hunted a lot of great bulls again this season.
Everyone hunted hard, looked at a lot of beautiful elk country
and had a great time.
Jeff Pavlovich and I did the guiding on the antelope and cow
elk hunts this year. Eric Hutton and daughters Abby and Annie
joined us for the antelope hunt this year, October 19-21. Eric and
Abby also had cow elk tags. This was Eric’s ninth, Abby’s fourth
and Annie’s third hunt on the ranches.

Eric Hutton of Wixom, MI 10-20-19

On Saturday evening Abby filled her antelope tag with a black
faced, heavy horned 13 5/8” antelope buck at 300 yards in Elk
Creek. On Sunday morning Annie made a sneak on a group of
antelope in George’s south pivot and harvested a beautiful 13
5/8” buck with deep hooks at 270 steps. Eric had a doe antelope
tag and made an excellent shot at 272 paces off of the rocks in
the Clear Range to collect a nice doe. On Monday morning Abby
collected a cow elk at 170 yards on the KC Ranch. Eric finished
his hunt with a nice cow taken at 175 steps east of Elk Creek
Reservoir.
Guides for the rifle season were Sid McMillin, Dustin Schell,
Jeff Pavlovich and myself. Amy Baugh did the cooking and camp
duties.
The first rifle hunt of the season was October 26 through
November 1. Guests for the week were Bryan and Teresa Long
of PA, Jerry Sanders of WA, and Paul Maus and Jim Switzer of NY.
Teresa accompanied Bryan as an observer. This was Bryan’s fifth,
Jerry’s fourth, Paul’s seventh and Jim’s fifth hunt on the ranches.
Weather continued to be a dirty word at the start of rifle
season. The first 3 days brought heavy snow, poor visibility, high
winds and subzero temperatures. When the storm broke we had
12” of additional snow and -40 degree wind chill factors. Highs
reached 10 degrees with lows of -20 degrees. The last 3 days

Dawn Estock of Chesterfield, NJ 11-21-19
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moderated with daytime highs near 30 degrees and nighttime
lows in the single digits.

Chris Haddock of Greenville, NC 11-4-19

The cow elk shoulder season is open the week before general
rifle season starts and Bryan Long harvested a cow elk at 100
paces in Thomas Creek on Friday night (no photo). On Saturday
morning Jerry passed on a 4 point bull at 300 yards on George’s
Knob. Bryan stalked to within range of a large bunch of elk on the
Kmon Ranch but the best bulls never cleared for a shot. Jim filled
his elk tag with an odd horned 6x2 bull at 250 steps in the bottom
of Kettle Hollow. On Sunday morning Paul collected a nice 5 point
bull at 98 paces on the Fort Logan Ranch. On Monday evening
Bryan made an excellent shot on a wide 5 point bull at 81 yards
on Witch Mountain. On Tuesday afternoon Bryan missed a shot
at a doe antelope above Beaver Creek in the improved grass. On
a cold, blustery evening Jerry filled his bull elk tag with a dark,
heavy horned 6 point bull taken at 320 yards in the bottom of
the Clear Range. On Wednesday evening Jerry filled his cow tag
with a nice cow taken at 230 steps from a pop up blind on the
Fort Logan Ranch. On Thursday morning Bryan connected on a
high, long tined 4 point whitetail buck at 50 paces in lower Camas
Creek. That evening Jerry finished his hunt with a symmetrical
4 point whitetail shot at 220 paces in Camas Creek. On Friday
morning Bryan put a stalk on a group of antelope and filled his
doe tag at 195 yards (no photo).
During the second rifle hunt, November 3-8, hunters were
Jimmy Bond and Chris Haddock of NC, Buck Saunders of MI and
John Vinych of ND. This was Jimmy’s fourth, Chris’s second, Buck’s
fourth and John’s seventh hunt with us.
This hunt brought snow showers and high winds the first
three days of the hunt. Temperatures reached the 30’s in the day
with nights dropping into the teens. The last three days warmed
up with highs in the 40’s and lows in the 20’s.

Eric Hutton of Wixom, MI 10-21-19

Larry Leffingwell Jr. of Lake Villa, IL 11-14-19
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On the first morning John passed on a 5 point whitetail buck
that walked by on George’s Knob. Jimmy and Chris had three bulls
walk by them before legal shooting light on the KC Ranch. After
daylight a large group of elk with quite a few bulls walked by them
at 270 steps but none of the better bulls cleared for a shot. On
the second evening John passed on 7 bulls on the west side of
Half Moon in hopes of finding a larger bull. Chris looked over 35
bulls on the KC Ranch and collected a large bodied 6 point bull
at 110 paces. On the third morning Buck harvested a nice long
tined, dark maned 5 point bull at 291 yards on the side of Magic
Mountain. That evening Chris looked over 8 whitetail bucks in
George’s north pivot but decided to wait for a better buck. Jimmy
had a large group of elk with several bulls feed to within range
at dusk but he elected not to shoot due to poor visibility. On the
fourth evening Buck used a pop up blind to finish his hunt with a
symmetrical 4 point whitetail buck on the High Bar at 175 steps.
Chris passed on 7 whitetail bucks on George’s south pivot from
100 to 300 paces in hopes of finding a bigger one. Jimmy missed
a difficult shot on a 5 point bull out of a pop up blind on the Fort
Logan Ranch. On the fifth afternoon John made an excellent shot
on a nice, symmetrical 5 point mule deer at 400 yards in the north
end of the Dry Range. Chris passed on 3 four points and 1 five
point whitetail buck in George’s south pivot. He missed a difficult
shot on a nice 5 point whitetail early in the evening. Late in the
evening he filled his deer tag with a beautiful, long tined 5 point
whitetail buck at 300 steps. On the sixth morning John stalked to

within range of a nice bull bedded in the upper Clear Range. As he
moved into better position to shoot, a closer bull that they hadn’t
seen spooked and both bulls ran off. That evening at dusk Jimmy
was on 4 bulls including a very large 6 point at 250 paces in the
Hill Field. The largest bull was in the outer edge of the timber but
would not step into the open. Lighting was poor and Jimmy was
not able to get a clear shot at him.
Larry Leffingwell Jr. and Tempel Viti of IL, Alan Benson and
Patrick Wirth of MI, and Jerome Link of IA were our guests
for the third rifle hunt, November 10-15. Tempel and Patrick
accompanied as observers. This was Larry’s fourth, Alan’s third
and Jerome’s twelfth hunt on the ranches.
The first few days of the hunt were cold and stormy with snow
showers and single digit temperatures. The week moderated with
daytime highs reaching 50 degrees and nighttime lows dropping
to the 20’s with high winds.
On Sunday morning Jerome worked on a group of elk with
several bulls that were in rifle range on the KC Ranch. The largest
bull never offered a clear shot and eventually walked off. Jerome
passed on a smaller bull that was following the group. That
evening Jerome was on another bunch of elk on the KC Ranch
but there were no good bulls in the group. On Monday Jerome
worked on a group of 7 bulls on the west side of Transmission
Ridge. The bulls were across a canyon and bedded approximately
525 yards away. Jerome laid on the bulls throughout the day in
hopes they would get up and feed his direction. The bulls had
other plans and fed the opposite direction in the evening. On
Tuesday morning Larry looked over 9 bulls at 500 steps west of
the Fenceline ridge. He passed in hopes of finding a nicer bull.
Later in the day he passed on a mule deer buck. On Wednesday
morning Larry looked at a good 6 point bull in the north end
of the Dry Range but decided to hold out for a larger bull. That
evening Jerome looked over 6 mule deer bucks near Monument
but decided to wait for a bigger one. On Thursday morning Al
passed on a mule deer buck in the north end of the Dry Range.
Later in the morning he put a stalk on a big 5 point mule deer. As
they worked towards the mule deer they jumped a bedded heavy
horned bull at 50 paces but didn’t get a shot. The mulie buck had
fed into another drainage and was nowhere to be found. Larry
glassed 3 bulls from the Pyramid in the morning. Midday a group
of 11 bulls walked underneath the Pyramid and Larry made a
stalk and connected on a 5 point bull at 260 yards with his 45-70

Jerry Sanders of Oak Harbor, WA 10-31-19

Jeff Gerstner of Pittsford, NY 10-11-19

Abby Hutton of Wixom, MI 10-19-19
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Sharps with open sights. Jerome had 4 bulls come towards him
on the side of Transmission Ridge. They were in good range but
ended up in the bottom of a tight drainage, never offered a shot
opportunity and eventually spooked. On Friday morning Jerome
passed on a very large whitetail buck near Bear Trap. Al passed
on a 6x5 bull at 345 steps on the backside of Half Moon. That
afternoon Jerome looked at 10 mule deer bucks but decided to
hold out in hopes of finding a big bull elk. That evening Al passed
on a mule deer buck in the top of the Clear Range. Later that
evening he stalked to within 100 paces and collected a nice high
beamed 6x5 bull. Larry looked over several nice whitetail bucks
on Camas Creek but decided to hold out for something better.
On the fourth hunt, November 17-22, guests were Joe and
Dawn Estock of NJ and Lance Barber and Richard Gourash of FL.
This was Joe and Dawn’s fifth, Lance’s fourth and Richard’s third
hunt with us.
Paul Maus of Putnam Valley, NY 10-27-19

Joe Estock of Chesterfield, NJ 11-22-19

The week started off mild with cloudy days and temperatures
reaching 40 degrees in the daytime. Mid-week was foggy, windy
and cold. We had sunshine and calm days towards the end of the
hunt with highs in the 40’s and lows in the single digits.
On the first morning Lance and Richard pass on a 4 point
whitetail buck on George’s Knob. That evening Lance passed on
a 5x4 whitetail with a drop tine on the Fort Logan Ranch. Richard
passed on a high, narrow 4 point mulie buck on the Kmon Ranch.
Later in the evening he stalked to within 40 yards of a group of
elk in the timbers edge but couldn’t find any legal bulls. On the
second morning Dawn worked on a heavy, dark horned 5 point
mule deer in the top of Ellis Canyon. She stalked to within 50
yards of the buck in the timber but couldn’t see his head gear
very well. He was standing with his body exposed but head and
one horn behind some limbs. Didn’t know how big he was until he
turned and walked off, never to be seen again. Lance and Richard
set up on a group of 14 large bulls they had spotted in the north
end of the Dry Range that morning. The bulls fed out that evening
and Richard connected on a beautiful 7x6 bull at 240 steps. Lance
had some hard luck on another good bull out of the same group
of elk. Dawn worked on a very large 4 point mule deer above the
Pyramid but never had a shot at him. When they were walking
out at dusk, Dawn had a 5 point bull at 50 paces behind some
trees but again wasn’t able to shoot and the bull spooked.
The third morning Lance filled his deer tag with a nice,
symmetrical 5 point mule deer at 70 yards west of Haystack Ridge.
Richard looked at 9 different whitetail and mule deer bucks south
of Monument but held out in hopes of finding a bigger one. That
evening Joe passed on two mule deer bucks in the top of the Clear
Range. On the fourth morning Dawn worked on a heavy, wide
mule deer on the side of Sleeping Bull. The deer was in range but
never offered a good, broadside shot. As she was moving closer
she cut a fresh, large bull elk track so backed off of the deer. That
evening she and Joe didn’t find that particular bull but did find 4
bulls in the Fenceline drainage. They were in range at 279 steps
but in a terribly tough spot to get the meat out. After looking them
over, she and Joe decided to pass in hopes of finding better bulls.
On the fifth morning at dawn, Lance finished his hunt with a dark,
heavy maned 5x4 bull taken at 100 paces on the Two Track Ridge
above Beaver Creek. Richard looked over 16 whitetail bucks and
made an excellent shot on a high, heavy beamed 5x4 whitetail in
Elk Creek. In the middle of the day, Joe harvested a beautiful high,

Eric Hutton of Wixom, MI 11-26-19
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heavy 5 point mule deer at 40 yards that was chasing some does
in the Burn. Right at dusk Dawn collected a nice 4 point bull at
265 steps that was feeding near the large Rocks near Monument
Road. On the last morning of the hunt Joe missed a long shot at
a nice bull in a large group of elk above the Quonset Hut on the
KC Ranch. After a long hike he was able to sneak up on the same
group of elk midday and laid on them until evening. The same bull
that he shot at in the morning was the first elk to get up to feed
and cleared the group. Joe made an excellent shot at 234 yards
and finished the deal on the hard earned long tined 5 point bull.
Late that evening Dawn looked at a 4 point mule deer in the Dry
Range but the deer was in timber and never offered a shot.
Eric and Annie Hutton of MI and Terry Hansen of WA joined us
for the fifth and final rifle hunt for the season, November 24-29.
This was Eric’s tenth, Annie’s fourth and Terry’s twenty ninth hunt
on the ranches.
The weather started out mild and windy early in the week
with daytime highs reaching 40 degrees. Temperatures cooled
off throughout the week and ended up cold and snowy the last
two days. Daytime temperatures reached 15 degrees with nights
cooling off to -15 degrees.
On Sunday morning Annie worked on a large bunch of elk with
three branch antlered bulls on the Kmon Ranch. She stalked to
within 300 steps but never had a clear shot at any of the bulls.
Later in the morning Annie made an excellent shot at 240 paces
in high winds to harvest a very nice 5 point whitetail buck. That
evening Terry filled his cow tag on a good sized cow at 200 yards
on the KC Ranch. On Monday evening Terry worked on a group of
bulls west of the BLM Ridge. At dark the bulls were clacking their
horns close to him but in heavy cover. On Tuesday morning at
daylight he tried the same bulls again. Some small bulls walked by
and a much larger bull poked his head out but never stood in the
open long enough to get a good look at him. Annie filled her tags
with a nice, tall 4 point bull elk at 360 steps south of Elk Creek. Eric
made an excellent shot on a nice, symmetrical 5 point bull at 390
paces on Camas Creek. On Wednesday morning Terry spotted a
large bull bedded above the Black Forest. It took the better part
of the day to get into position for the evening hunt. It appeared
the bull fed under him in the timber and got his wind. The bull ran
towards Terry then turned uphill and away from him at 250 yards.
As the bull ran through a small park Terry took a difficult shot but
didn’t connect. Eric passed on a small 4 point mule deer in the
bottom of the Burn near Bear Trap. On a cold, snowy Thursday
morning Eric finished his hunt with a magnificent, heavy horned
5x4 whitetail buck at 310 steps. On Friday morning Terry got on
some bulls that were bedded west of the BLM Ridge. Before he
could get a good look at the bulls they got up and walked off into
heavy cover. That evening Terry looked over a dozen whitetail
bucks but didn’t find a real good one.

Robb Heinrich of Spokane, WA 9-24-19

Jerry Sanders of Oak Harbor, WA 10-30-19

I would like to thank everyone who hunted with us this season.
Your business, friendship and loyalty are most appreciated.
Everyone put in a hard effort, made the best of conditions at
hand and was a pleasure to hunt with.
A special thanks to Sheryl McGuire, Zita Caltrider, Amy Baugh,
Sid McMillin, Dustin Schell and Jeff Pavlovich. Their experience,
dedication and hard work are very much appreciated by all.
Brian Long of Shartlesville, PA 10-28-19
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Travel Arrangements
We work out of the Helena, MT airport if you choose to fly.
Delta Airlines

1-800-221-1212

Alaska Airlines

1-800-252-7522

United Airlines

1-800-864-8331

Helena Regional Airport
www.helenaairport.com
Bozeman Gallatin Field
www.bozemanairport.com
Billings Logan International
www.flybillings.com
Missoula International
www.flymissoula.com
Great Falls International
www.flygtf.com

(406) 442-2821
(406) 388-8321
(406) 247-8609
(406) 728-4381
(406) 727-3404

Eric Hutton of Wixom, MI 11-28-19

Hampton Inn

725 Carter Drive
Helena, MT 59601
(406) 443-5800
We will pick you up at the Hampton Inn in Helena around
12:30pm on the day before you are scheduled to start hunting.
We will get you back to Helena about 12:30pm the day after your
hunt is completed.
For people choosing to drive, we work out of White Sulphur
Springs, MT. White Sulphur Springs is located 150 miles Northwest of Billings, MT; 75 miles East of Helena, MT and 75 miles
North of Livingston, MT.
We will meet you at our home, 1 mile east of White Sulphur
Springs around 3:30 pm on the day before you are scheduled
to start hunting. We will get you back to White Sulphur Springs
about 9:00 am the day after your hunt is completed.

The Spa Hot Springs Motel
PO Box 370
202 West Main
White Sulphur Springs, MT 59645
1-406-547-3366
All Seasons Inn & Suites
PO Box 318
808 3rd Ave SW
White Sulphur Springs, MT 59645
547-8888 or
Toll Free 877-314-0241

Jerry Sanders of Oak Harbor, WA 10-29-19

2020 Hunting Information
In 2020, 17,000 Big Game Combination Licenses will be sold to
non-resident hunters through a drawing process. You can apply
for the license online, or print off the application, fill it out and
send it back by mail to the Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks State
Office in Helena. You will need to apply for the license before the
March 15th deadline. The drawing will take place on April 15th.

The 2020 Big Game Combination Elk/Deer License is
$1050.00 (tentative) and entitles you to 1 elk, 1 deer, fish,
game birds and a conservation number.
ARCHERY

(6 days actual hunting)

1 guide for 1 hunter - $9600.00 per person
1 guide for 2 hunters - $8400.00 per person
Hunt 1 • September 7 - September 12
Hunt 2 • September 14 - September 19
Hunt 3 • September 21 - September 26
Hunt 4 • September 28 - October 3
Hunt 5 • October 5 - October 10
RIFLE

Chris Haddock of Greenville, NC 11-7-19

(6 days actual hunting)

1 guide for 1 hunter - $9600.00 per person
1 guide for 2 hunters - $8400.00 per person
Hunt 1 • October 24 - October 30
Hunt 2 • November 1 - November 6
Hunt 3 • November 8 - November 13
Hunt 4 • November 15 - November 20
Hunt 5 • November 22 - November 27

*ALL HUNTS REQUIRE A 50% DEPOSIT TO HOLD RESERVATIONS
I would like to express a sincere thanks to every client that we’ve
had the pleasure of hunting with the last 37 seasons. Without your
business and friendship, the hunting season would not be possible.
Also, a big thanks to Camas Creek Cattle and Sheep Company,
Fort Logan Ranch, KC Ranch and the Kmon Ranch for their continued
support, understanding and cooperation with our hunting operation.
Sincerely,

Doug Rehak of Freeport, PA 9-20-19

Doug & Zita Caltrider
Outfitter License # 515
(406) 547-3962
avalanche@mtintouch.net
avalancheoutfitters.com

Joe Estock of Chesterfield, NJ 11-21-19

